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Joshua L. Grant, Manager

To:

Board of Commissioners
Planning Board

From: Andrew C. Bryant, Director
Date: February 2, 2022
Re:

UDO Proposed Amendment #2022-1 Lincoln County Planning and Inspections Department,
applicant

The following information is for use by the Lincoln County Board of Commissioners and Planning
Board at their joint meeting/public hearing on March 7, 2022.
Proposal
The planning staff is proposing the following amendment to the Lincoln County Unified Development
Ordinance:
1) Amend Article 9.8.7 to apply Level of Service Standards where new public streets intersect an
existing street.
2) Amend Article 9.8.8 to eliminate the Application Modification Method of participating in the
funding of a future intersection improvement to minimize the traffic-related effects identified in a
traffic impact analysis.
Background
The purpose of Amendment 1 is to apply the same standard of maintaining Level of Service C to
newly created intersection as is applied to existing intersection. This proposal ensures that citizens
utilizing newly created roads will not experience undue delay in exiting a newly created street.
The purpose of Amendment 2 is to eliminate the option of participation in the funding of a future
intersection improvement by a developer in order to mitigate the traffic related effects identified in a
Traffic Impact Analysis. The current option of participating in funding transportation improvements
has yielded few positive results in the decade of existence of the mitigation option. This proposal
would ensure that intersections are not further degraded by future development.
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§9.8.7. Traffic Study Elements
F. Level of Service
The County shall utilize means by which to maintain a minimum Grade “C” level of service for
intersections affected by proposed developments through improvements mandated or
suggested by traffic impact analyses; technical memoranda required by rezoning cases; and
through adherence to level-of-service criteria described as follows:
1. Where proposed development lowers any intersection leg impacted by said
development below a Grade “C”, the developer will be required to provide those
transportation improvements necessary to retain a Grade “C”.
2. Where an existing intersection is rated below Grade “C” prior to any proposed
development, the developer will be required to maintain existing transportation levels
for any/all legs impacted. Final intersection grades shall include the impact of the
proposed development.
3. Where a new public street is proposed, the TIA shall provide a Level of Service
analysis for all individual movements where the proposed street(s) intersect an existing
street. Intersecting street(s) with movements at an identified Level of Service below
Grade “C” shall be deemed to not be in compliance with the established TIA standards.
3. 4. All improvements will be required as conditions of the approval of a rezoning, must
meet North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) standards and be included
in the driveway permit issued by the NCDOT Division 12 office. Required improvements
must correspond directly to the impact of the development proposal. If right-of-way
necessary to complete a required improvement cannot be acquired by the applicant,
then the rezoning case will be brought back before the Board of Commissioners for its
consideration of the rezoning absent the condition of the specified road improvement
originally applied to the rezoning request. The applicant must demonstrate that
reasonable efforts to acquire the right-of-way necessary to complete the required
improvement were made. The Board of Commissioners shall decide whether or not to
approve the rezoning given the inability of the applicant to meet all previously required
conditions.

§9.8.7. Application Modification Based on Traffic Analysis
An applicant may modify an application to minimize the traffic-related effects identified in a
traffic impact analysis. Modifications may include:
A. A reduction in the projected vehicle trips per day;
B. The dedication of additional right-of-way;

C. The rerouting of traffic and a proposed access and egress point; and
D. Participation in the funding of a traffic signal or intersection improvement; and
E. D. Other modification determined to be necessary.
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Zoning Amendment
Staff’s Proposed Statement of Consistency and Reasonableness
Case No.: UDO Proposed Amendment #2022-1

Applicant: Lincoln County Planning and Inspections Department
Proposed amendments
1) Amend Article 9.8.7 to apply Level of Service Standards where new public streets intersect an
existing street.
2) Amend Article 9.8.8 to eliminate the Application Modification Method of participating in the
funding of a future intersection improvement to minimize the traffic-related effects identified in a
traffic impact analysis.
This proposed amendment is consistent with the Lincoln County Comprehensive Land Use Plan and
other adopted plans in that:
Objective 2.1: Ensure that transportation facilities are adequately provided for in the development
of new projects, both in terms of planning and construction and that the facilities are appropriately
matched to the proposed development patterns.
This proposed amendment is reasonable in that:
The amendments both aim to ensure that the provision of adequate transportation infrastructure
to serve current and future populations is provided for.
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